
The state academy of Fine Art, the Museum of Con-
temporary Art ... ... the names is popular in the me-
dia, social networks, or private debates in Georgia. 
Complains are mainly about the lack of systematic 
contemporary art programme in fine art academy 
and absence of contemporary art museum. The 
country which was liberated from the totalitarian 
system 20 years ago strives for a new system.

„Our School“ is the title which Swiss artists – Ma-
riann Oppliger and Sophie Hofer frame their ac-
tivities with. My association about the school is 
connected with desks, teachers, lecturers, diploma 
works, syllabus, and bureaucratic processes. Mari-
ann and Sophie have another view of schools: for 
them school is the cognitive process based on their 
practices and actions. “Our school” is not state-
planned system of training; it is not even bordered 
with walls. „Our School“ is the activities undertaken 
in different places by different people.

„Our School“ was presented in “Tbilisi studio“ in 
Georgia. Tbilisi Studio is the art school that oppo-
ses academic system of education in art and acts 
on the principle of practice-based learning. The 
presentation about offspace art spaces seemed 
adequate in Tbilisi Studio space that is situated 
in communal Tbilisian house and the studio itself 
is offspace of Georgian artistic space. The pre-
sentation was followed by joint Tbilisi Studio and 
Our school project: artistic walk in Tbilisi. Artists, 
foreign guests were engaged in the public walk. 
The participants went from one place to another. 
The participants chose places associated with their 
emotional experiences and histories. The art tour 
created a different toponym and map of the city 
defined not by the official spots but by the places 
sensed and experienced by individuals. The day of 
the tour was filled with exchange of sensible ex-
periences and emotional narratives of people with 
different cultural backgrounds and changed in my 
perception space, time and even climate of the city. 
Emotional line of the city was circled in the tour 
and overlaid with sound of fragmented stories of 
the tour participants.

Tbilisi Art walk is one of „Our School“ events in 
Georgia. Why Georgia? This question is answered 
by the name of the project: „Feast of two moun-
tains”. Romantic name for me emphasizes the 
pathetic of Georgian national sentiment. However, 
actions of Swiss artists are on the one hand reflec-

tion of vanishing under urbanization dictate of folk 
traditions; and, on the other hand, irony of institu-
tionalization of the traditions. Sophie and Mariann 
baked traditional Swiss bread in the forms of moun-
tains and made as present for the representatives 
of the Swiss Consulate in Georgia; artists visited the 
country house of Gela Patashuri; helped his family 
in farming; participated in rural celebrations.

Severe and vivid surroundings of mountain strongly 
influence social habitants of the world returning 
to them the natural abilities and frankness. Moun-
tains also contribute to strengthening of relations 
between people. Semantic role of the mountain in 
culture and art is activated in actions of Sophie and 
Mariann. Besides, artists focus on culture of food. 
To highlight the Georgian supra as the source of 
socialization they started and ended each action 
with symposium in Greek etymological meaning of 
the word – drinking party.

I received an invitation from Sophie and Mariann for 
the exhibition „The Feast of two mountains“ in Shin-
disi Contemporary Art Center. The traditional style 
of the invitation flyer was telling about participant 
artists, curators, organizers. There was nothing 
special in the flyer except for the part: Shindisi 
Contemporary Art Center. Shindisi is located on a 
hill near Tbilisi, and it is empty space occupied by 
single gas station. The Contemporary Arts Center 
does not exist materially but only in plans and 
ideas of the advocates of Georgian art. Nature, scat-
tered people: art professionals and others, drinks, 
chaotic, ephemeral, rejecting production based 
outcome of the art work, people without artificial 
forced smiles as required at openings ... it was the 
exhibition I have seen in video format. I was invited 
but could not attend and could not play my role in 
the exhibition. Yes, I mean real play and real role of 
my real profession of an art critic that I was offered 
to play in a performance/exhibition. Even though 
people at the exhibition behaved in a natural way, 
each was tailored to a specific role. Here the artists: 
Mariann and Sophie made exhibition of‘ “tusovka”; 
they became curators of offspace exhibition. Every-
one including myself was hired by job description, 
handed out contracts, got honorariums on the base 
of contracts. Artist /Curator /Manager Sophie and 
Mariann presented time/place specific institution 
thus underlying absurdity of the institutions and 
their bureaucratic system.
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